
Foundations Level 2 - Quiz 4B  

Words 1-12 

Write the meaning of each word in Arabic or English 

1. almost  7. centimetres  

2. already  8. channel  

3. boil  9. crowd  

4. broken  10. deep  

5. cap  11. degrees  

6. carefully  12. downstairs  

 

Use words from the list to complete the sentences 

1. I usually………………… an egg for breakfast but sometimes I make an omelette. 

2. You should drive ………………… in foggy weather. 

3. The Al Ain football team always gets a big ………………… when they play at home. 

4. I …………………… had an accident this morning but I managed to stop the car in time. 

5. The students are not allowed to wear a …………………… at ADMC. 

6. How many …………………………….. are there in a metre? 

7. How ……………………. is the hotel swimming pool? 

8. I think my phone is …………………….. so I’ll have to get a new one. 

9. Most houses have a ……………………… toilet for guests. 

10. Water boils at 100 …………………… 

11. What’s your favourite TV ………………………? 

12. Do you want to go to the college restaurant? No Thanks, I’ve …………………… had 

breakfast. 

 

Words 13-24 

Write the meaning of each word in Arabic or English 

13. entrance  19. indoor  

14. fit  20. invitation  

15. fresh  21. least  

16. goal  22. lend  

17. guy  23. less  

18. hill  24. medicine  

 

 



Use words from the list to complete the sentences 

1. I went to the doctor and he gave me some ………………………. for my flu. 

2. Sometimes the …………………….. to the college is busy at 8 o’clock in the morning. 

3. Ali gave me an ……………………….. to his wedding next month. 

4. I forgot my pencil, can you ………………………. me one. 

5. The women’s college has an ………………………. tennis court so they can play, even if the 

weather is hot.  

6. A Ferrari costs at ………………………. one million dirhams. 

7. You should eat ………………………. fatty food if you want to lose weight. 

8. If you go to the gym regularly, you will get ………………………. 

9. Make sure you check that the fish is ………………………. before you buy it. 

10. Who’s that …………………………. over there talking to Salem? I haven’t seen him 

before. 

11. I’m not fit, I can’t climb even a small ………………………, never mind a mountain.  

12. In your opinion, which is the best ………………………. ever scored by Ronaldo? 

 

Words 25-35 

Write the meaning of each word in Arabic or English 

25. mixed  31. runners  

26. myself  32. sink  

27. pale  33. temperature  

28. perhaps  34. view  

29. probably  35. wet  

30. roof    

 

Use words from the list to complete the sentences 

1. There was a leak in the ……………………… of the shopping mall. 

2. Where’s Ali? …………………. he’s in the bathroom.  

3. Ahmed, did anyone help you with your homework? No, I did it by ………………………. 

4. I like different kinds of vegetables so I usually have a ……………………… salad with my 

lunch. 

5. You look …………………….., are you feeling OK? 

6. The ………………………… in the UAE drops during winter. 

7. You should drive slowly when the roads are ……………………….. 

8. A stone will not float in water, it will ……………………….. 

9. We have a nice …………………………..of the sea from our new flat. 

10. I have a busy day at work today so I’ll ………………………. be home late. 

11. One of the …………….…………. got injured during the race. 


